
Questions to the Czech Nuclear SUJB 

 

 

On June 27 2011 the Czech NGOs South Bohemian Mothers and Calla asked Czech 

nuclear regulatory authority SUJB a set of questions concerning the ongoing stress tests: 

1. Which new scenarios which were excluded until now but after Fukushima proved to 
be realistic, do you ask the operator to assess? Please give us data on the new demands 
concerning natural disasters (flooding, extreme cold, extreme heat, snow, ice, storms, 
tornados, heavy rain and other extreme natural conditions. 

2. Aircraft crash: Will you demand a deterministic assessment of an aircraft crash? 
Which criteria will the plant have to prove to withstand? 

3. Will the seismic design basis be re-evaluated, which we consider crucial? 

4. How long is the plant able to control shut-down and cooling of the reactor and the 
spent fuel storage pool without external support if ultimate heat sink and power supply 
are not available due to external impact? 

5. Which are the responsible authorities in our country to take care of the part “terrorist 
attacks”? 

6. How will the public be informed about the conduct and the outcome of the tests? 

7. Will there be a seminar/workshop for NGO and independent experts while the stress 
tests are being conducted, e.g. in late August or September to discuss the results?  

 

Translation of the main part of the answers received from SUJB on July 11
th

 2011 

(translation by Patricia Lorenz): 

 

1A/1B 

For a better understanding we would like to explain how our NPP are supplied. All pumps for 

cooling the spent fuel ponds needed for normal and for emergency unit cooling are equipped 

with an emergency cooling system.  

To supply the plants electricity demand, several sources are in place. Those sources can 

secure the necessary supply during normal, abnormal and emergency operations. 

 

…During a “blackout”, when external supply is cut off, the unit automatically is switched to 

“self supply”. The units are disconnected from the grid, turbogenerators and than the reactor 

decrease their power generation down to cover their own need. 

In case this does not work out as planned, the unit automatically shuts down and all 

dieselgenerators start to operate (8 DG if both JETE units are to be supplied, 10 DG for NPP 

Dukovany). The successful start of 1 DG is sufficient for emergency cooling of 1 unit. In case 

of emergency it is possible to connect otherwise fully unconnected DG with each other. The 

operation without personnel (only for the refilling of fuel) is guaranteed for 250 h.  

In case of failure of all dieselgenerators, batteries (instrumentation, monitoring, lighting and 

manipulation) are available for ca. 10 – 12 h.  



 

Loss of power can also be solved with the direct lines from the hydro power plants, which is 

Lipno and Hnevkovice for Temelin and for Dukovany it would be HP Dalešice in cooperation 

with HP Mohelno. Next to those possibilities, the option of power supply using the power 

units of Vranovské water dam.  

 

A2) The systems for the fuel pond cooling also consist of independent circuits, which can be 

connected using well documented steps for solving extreme situations. Power supply is 

guaranteed by dieselgenerators, also the pumps can supplied by dieselgenerators. 

 

B) Concerning external influences, including those you mentioned, the CR is applying those 

mentioned by the EU. Not only earthquakes, but also extreme weather situations, which can 

occur at a concrete site are included. Also other extreme impacts will treated in this manner. 

 

C) As mentioned above, extreme impacts will be assessed, which can occur at a given site. If 

the tests and analyses conducted will show that measures need to be taken, it is up to the 

licensee to suggest those and SUJB to overview their implementation.  

 

E) Dukovany:NPP Dukovany is in line with international legislation concerning external 

events and radioactive releases. [no data is given] 

 

F) Results of the stress tests will be put in line with the EC demands into so called National 

Reports, which is produced by the National nuclear regulator. They are sent to the EU and 

then reviewed by independent experts in the peer review process. The National report, as well 

as the results of the peer review will be published.  

 



Comments of the Czech NGOs South Bohemian Mothers and Calla to the given answers 

 
SUJB answered all our questions but not all of these answers were correct: 
 
There is no diversification of distribution network from and in Temelin NPP to Kočín 
(distribution station near Temelin NPP), these two grids are very near to each other. There is 
also small diversification of diesel engines (they should produce electricity necessary for 
cooling of reactor and  pool with spent fuel in Temelin NPP in case of black out). This is very 
risky because in case of severe accident all these „fuses“ can be destroyed together. 
 
Melk process – it is not true that all technical problems have been solved. It was a political 
issue and agreement. The pipe of cooling water and pipe of steam are situated very close to 
each other in the nuclear blocks of Temelin NPP and a separation of these pipes from each 
other has not to be done. The destruction of the stem pipe (caused by accident) can destroy the 
pipe with cooling water and can cause the overheating and melting down of active zone in 
reactors. This problem was pointed out by foreign experts but no by our „independent“ office 
SÚJB. 

 
Dukovany reactor block 1 JEDU is not safe as there is no containment only pressure 
suppression systesm and gas tanks. But according to SÚJB statement this nuclear power plant 
is safe. In Germany they closed Greifswald nuclear power station which was the same type as 
NPP Dukovany. In Czech republic we want to instead prolong the operation of this NPP..... 
Very strong pressure will be needed from abroad to push Czech Republic to close this risky 
NPP in Dukovany. 
 
After SÚJB will release their final report we will concentrate mainly on above mentioned 
problems to check if they are handled properly.  
 

 


